PF-2000
BEST BUY and 5 stars!

13-December-2018
A great review, BEST BUY award and 5 stars for TAGA Harmony PF-2000 power filter by “Hi-Fi Choice” (12-2018).
“In the less expensive audio system the sound was significantly improved compared to an option when being
powered directly from the wall outlet. Especially the soundstage was remarkably upgraded and the virtual sound
sources were sharper, the first line gained more mass and particularly the vocals were more intensively saturated.
Another noticeable change was an improvement in the low frequency range, the sound was more distinctly shaped
and better controlled (though I have to emphasize that the bass quality improved just when I decided to power the
amplifier with another shielded power cord, as well as to deliver power electricity to the PF-2000 using a solid,
shielded power cable).
Most importantly is that this what annoyed me the most in this budget audio system was improved – high
frequencies were more precise, but not sacrificing the attack, which was highly reduced and what emerged in
smoother and less nervous highs. If we decide to buy this power filter the sound of high frequency range is the first
thing we should pay attention to. If your hearing is good then you will definitely hear that the first improvement is
audible in the high frequencies.
In the more expensive and more sophisticated system which was based on Hegel H-80 and Ayon CD-10 Signature the
soundstage space was slightly improved and the stereo image gained on dimension which resulted in a bit wider and
deeper soundstage presentation. It was especially evident with instrumental music by Lars Danielsson played out
from a hybrid CD/SACD disc, where lots of fine details and sounds was presented in the space in a more clear
way…”
SUMMARY
“The PF-2000 power filter will not only protect powered equipment but has a positive influence on their sound.
Besides it is a perfect alternative for tangle of not-shielded cables plugged into low quality extenders which degrade
the sound of audio systems. Given its features and high built quality its price is simply a bargain.”

More information about the TAGA Harmony brand and the products is available at www.TagaHarmony.com

